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Description
FUEL SAVER COMPOSITION USING PROPOLIS AND EM

CERAMIC AND FUEL SAVER APPARATUS USING IT

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to a fuel saver composition using propolis and EM

ceramic and a fuel saver apparatus using it which are able to activate the fuels of a

vehicle, a ship, an airplane, a boiler or the like with the helps of a magnetic force line,

a wave energy of propolis, and a far-infrared radiation emitted from an EM ceramic.

Background Art
[2] Generally, a vehicle, a ship, an airplane, a boiler or the like, which uses a gasoline, a

light oil, a diesel oil, a LPG, a LNG or the like is configured to convert a driving force

obtained by combusting fuel into energy. In case of the above fuel, combustion

efficiency can be enhanced as the composition of fuel is supplied in a certain size as

small as possible when being burnt in a combustion chamber of an engine. Since

combustion efficiency is not high, more and more fuel is needed so as to keep the

performance of an engine. If fuel is over supplied, useless combustion occurs, and it

might be mixed in an exhaust gas and might be directly discharged into the air, which

leads to the pollution of air. It means that lots of CO, HC and NOx might be produced

in imperfect combustion nevertheless a lot of fuel is used.

[3] So as to overcome the above problems, the Korean registration utility model number

20-414244 discloses a construction that a housing equipped with a permanent magnet

is fixed as being opposite to an outer surface of a raw material pipe.

[4] The above utility model 20-414244 is configured as a permanent magnet is fixed on

an outer surface of a raw material pipe. In this case, when the diameter of the fuel pipe

is large, it might not properly work.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[5] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a fuel saver

composition using propolis and EM ceramic and a fuel saver apparatus using it which

are able to more efficiently activate the fuels of a vehicle, a ship, an airplane, a boiler

or the like with the helps of a magnetic force line, a wave energy of propolis, and a far-

infrared radiation emitted from an EM ceramic.

[6] It is another object of the present invention to provide a fuel saver composition using

propolis and EM ceramic and a fuel saver apparatus using which are able to enhance a

combustion efficiency by activating and micro-processing the fuel passing through a

fuel pipe where a casing is positioned, and are capable of decreasing a harmful gas



such as smoke or dioxin in such a manner that a casing made by mixing propolis, EM

ceramic and synthetic resin is detachably attached to an outer side of a fuel pipe or is

directly attached to one side of a fuel pipe, or a fuel saver apparatus is deposit-coated

or spray-coated, and a permanent magnet is installed in the interior of a casing.

[7] It is further another object of the present invention to provide a fuel saver

composition using propolis and EM ceramic and a fuel saver apparatus using which

can be used in a large capacity fuel pipe for a ship or an airplane in such a manner that

a casing made by mixing propolis, EM ceramic and synthetic resin is detachably

attached to an outer side of a fuel pipe or is directly attached to one side of a fuel pipe,

or a fuel saver apparatus is deposit-coated or spray-coated.

Technical Solution
[8] To achieve the above objects, there is provided a fuel saver composition using

propolis and EM ceramic characterized in that a mixture of propolis and EM ceramic

of 100 through 1000 meshes is mixed with a synthetic resin, and is coated on a fuel

pipe, and 1 through 10weight% of propolis, 2 through llweight% of EM ceramic and

97 through 88weight% of a synthetic resin are mixed with respect to the whole mixed

weight, and a powder magnet is further mixed with the mixture of the propolis and EM

ceramic.

[9] To achieve the above objects, in a fuel saver apparatus which includes left and right

casings fixed in both sides of a fuel pipe along with a contact surface contacting with a

fuel pipe and having a position adjusting unit for adjusting a fixing position depending

on the size of a fuel pipe, and a plurality of magnets configured in the inner sides of the

left and right casings, there is provided a fuel saver apparatus using propolis and EM

ceramic characterized in that the left and right casings are formed in such a manner

that 1 through 10weight% of propolis powder, 2 through llweight% of EM ceramic of

100 through 1000 meshes, and 97 through 88weight% of synthetic resin are mixed

with respect to the whole mixed weight, and the mixture is liquidified at a temperature

of 1000C through 3000C, and an engaging protrusion and an engaging groove are

formed in the contacting sides of the left and right casings in opposite sides for

engaging the left and right casings.

[10] To achieve the above objects, there is provided a fuel saver apparatus using propolis

and EM ceramic which comprises a cylindrical casing; an internal pipe for flowing a

fuel in the interior of the casing; a permanent magnet which is installed in an outer

surface of the internal pipe; and an external connection pipe which connects the casing

to the external fuel pipe, wherein the casing or internal pipe is coated with a mixture

made in such a manner that 1 through 10weight% of propolis powder, 2 through

1lweight% of EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes, and 97 through 88weight% of



synthetic resin are mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and the mixture is

liquidified at a temperature of about 1000C through 3000C and is coated.

[11] The fuel saver apparatus is used as an apparatus for enhancing a combustion

efficiency of a vehicle, a ship, an airplane, and a boiler.

Advantageous Effects
[12] In the present invention, since a casing is molded by mixing propolis, EM ceramic

and synthetic resin, the fuel passing through the interior of the casing can be more ef

ficiently activated by means of a magnetic force line, a wave energy of propolis, and a

far-infrared radiation emitted from an EM ceramic for thereby enhancing a fuel

efficiency.

[13] Since propolis, EM ceramic and synthetic resin can be spray-coated on side of a fuel

pipe, an additional device for the present invention is not needed.

[14] A casing detachably attached to an outer side of a fuel pipe or directly attached to

one side of a fuel pipe can be easily made, or it might be deposited or sprayed for

thereby easily engaging the same.

[15] In the present invention, it is possible to easily remove various bacteria and harmful

toxic components with the helps of a magnetic force line, a wave energy of propolis,

and a far-infrared radiation emitted from an EM ceramic.

[16] The imperfect combustion can be prevented during combustion, and it is possible to

decrease air polution and harmful gas such as dioxin.

Brief Description of the Drawings
[17] Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating an external type fuel saver apparatus which

is installed in both sides of a fuel pipe according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[18] Figure 2 is a cut-away cross sectional view taken along line A-A of Figure 1.

[19] Figure 3 is a cut-away cross sectional view taken along line B-B of Figure 1.

[20] Figure 4 is a perspective view illustrating an external type fuel saver apparatus

according to another embodiment of the present invention.

[21] Figure 5 is a cross sectional view of Figure 4.

[22] Figure 6 is a cross sectional view illustrating a cylindrical fuel saver apparatus

according to further another embodiment of the present invention.

[23] Figure 7 is a horizontal cross sectional view of Figure 2.

[24] Figure 8 is a cross sectional view illustrating a cylindrical fuel saver apparatus

according to still further another embodiment of the present invention.

[25] Figure 9 is a photo showing a far-infrared radiation of an external fuel saver

apparatus of Figure 1.

Mode for the Invention



[26] The construction and operations of the present invention will be described in detail

with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[27] Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating an external type fuel saver apparatus which

is installed in both sides of a fuel pipe according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Figure 2 is a cut-away cross sectional view taken along line A-A of Figure

1. Figure 3 is a cut-away cross sectional view taken along line B-B of Figure 1. Figure

4 is a perspective view illustrating an external type fuel saver apparatus according to

another embodiment of the present invention. Figure 5 is a cross sectional view of

Figure 4. Figure 6 is a cross sectional view illustrating a cylindrical fuel saver

apparatus according to further another embodiment of the present invention. Figure 7

is a horizontal cross sectional view of Figure 2. Figure 8 is a cross sectional view i l

lustrating a cylindrical fuel saver apparatus according to still further another

embodiment of the present invention. Figure 9 is a photo showing a far-infrared

radiation of an external fuel saver apparatus of Figure 1.

[28] The fuel saver composition using propolis and EM ceramic is basically characterized

in that a mixture of propolis and EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes is mixed

with a synthetic resin, and is coated on a fuel pipe, and 1 through 10weight% of

propolis, 2 through 1lweight% of EM ceramic and 97 through 88weight% of a

synthetic resin are mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and a powder

magnet is further mixed with the mixture of the propolis and EM ceramic.

[29] In addition, it is preferred that powder magnet is added to a mixed composition by 10

through 50weight% with respect to the mixed composition.

[30] The fuel saver composition using propolis and EM ceramic is basically characterized

in that a mixture of propolis and EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes is mixed

with a paint, and is coated on a fuel pipe, and 5 through 20weight% of propolis, 5

through 20weight% of EM ceramic and 95 through 75weight% of a paint are mixed

with respect to the whole mixed weight, and a powder magnet is further mixed with the

mixture of the propolis and EM ceramic.

[31] In addition, it is preferred that powder magnet is added to a mixed composition by 10

through 50weight% with respect to the mixed composition.

[32] The fuel saver apparatus according to the present invention comprises left and right

casings 20 and 30 which are configured to cover a fuel pipe 50 connected between an

engine 70 used in a vehicle, a ship, an airplane, a boiler or the like and a fuel supply

unit 60, and a plurality of permanent magnets 40 fixed in the interiors of the left and

right casings, respectively. The left and right casings 20 and 30 are formed in such a

manner that 1 through 10weight% of propolis powder, 2 through llweight% of EM

ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes, and 97 through 88weight% of synthetic resin are

mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and the mixture is liquidified at a



temperature of 1000C through 3000C, and an engaging protrusion and an engaging

groove are formed in the contacting sides of the left and right casings in opposite sides

for engaging the left and right casings.

[33] The propolis according to the present invention is preferably extracted from various

plants in the form of a resin substance. It is a natural antibiosis containing a resin of

50%, beeswax of 30%, oily components of 10% such as refined oil, pollen of 5%, and

organic and mineral materials of 5%. It has a strong antimicrobial function by

inhibiting protein synthesis by means of Bacillus subtilis, staphylococcus, Tri

chophyton, Escherichia coli, Trichomonas vaginalis, Salmonella Enteritidis, etc. The

propolis activates the functions of cells by reinforcing a cell membrane and enhances

an allergy resistance function, a pain killing function, a bleeding stopping function, an

antiphlogistic function, and an immune function of a living body. It is able to inhibit an

activated oxygen. The propolis has the following wave motion values of Table 1 as a

result of the analysis using a MRA. The values might have differences depending on

the kinds of trees.

[34] Table 1

[Table 1]

[Table ]

[35] Here, the measured values of the wave motion analysis values consist of 43 steps

from +21 to -21. When the value is +21, resonance is 100%, and when the value is 0,



the resonance is 50%, and when the value is -21, the resonance is 0%.

[36] The propolis mixed during the manufacture of the casing according to the present

invention is added by 1 through 10weight% with respect to the total weight of powder.

At this time, when the added amount of the propolis is less than lweight%, the

antibiosis function and anti-virus function of the propolis might be decreased. When

the added amount of the propolis is more than 10weight%, the amount of added

synthetic resin decreases, so the left and right casings of the fuel saver apparatus might

be hardened during a molding process, which leads to easier fracture.

[37] The EM ceramic according to the present invention is an EM-X ceramic or an EM-Z

ceramic manufactured by mixing an EM(Effective Micro-organisms), known to inhibit

harmful organisms and activate useful microorganisms, with mineral powders and

loess and by heating at a high temperature such as 600 through 12000C. The EM

ceramic has an oxidation resistance property which is a nature of the EM and a far-

infrared radiation function which is a nature of mineral powder and loess.

[38] The EM ceramic is ground into a mesh of 100 through 1000, and it is added by 2

through 1lweight% with respect to the whole weight. When the added amount of EM

ceramic is less than 2weight%, the anti-oxidation performance and far-infrared

radiation performance of the EM ceramic decrease, and when the added amount of the

EM ceramic is more than 1lweight%, since the amount of the synthetic resin added

decreases, so the left and right casings of the fuel saver apparatus might be hardened

during a molding process, which leads to easier fracture.

[39] The synthetic resin according to the present invention is preferably formed of PVC,

PE, PP, ABS, PA or PET. More preferably, the synthetic resin is formed of ABS.

[40] The synthetic resin according to the present invention is added by 97 through

88weight% with respect to the whole weight. When the added amount of the synthetic

resin is less than 88weight%, the mixed amount of the propolis and EM ceramic

increases, so the left and right casings of the fuel saver apparatus might be hardened,

which disadvantageously leads to easier fracture. When the added amount of synthetic

resin is more than 97weight%, the natures of the propolis and the EM ceramic are

degraded.

[41] So, the mixture of the propolis, EM ceramic powder and synthetic resin is liquidified

at a temperature of about 1000C through 3000C and is formed in a certain casing.

[42] When 10 through 50weight% of the powder magnet are added to the mixed

composition. So, it is not needed to engage a permanent magnet like the casing which

will be described later.

[43] As shown in Figures 1 through 3, an external type fuel saver apparatus according to

an embodiment of the present invention is characterized in that a mixture of propolis,

EM ceramic powder and synthetic resin covers a fuel pipe 50 which is configured to



supply the fuel of the fuel supply unit 60 to the engine 70, and left and right casings 20

and 30 are installed, and magnet fixing units 22 and 32 are configured to support the

permanent magnet 40 in the interior of the left and right casings with the permanent

magnets 40 being configured to have opposite magnetic poles.

[44] The contact surfaces 2 1 and 3 1 of the left and right casings contacting with the fuel

pipe 50 are equipped with a slip prevention shoulder for preventing the circular fuel

pipe 50 from being slipped while stably supporting the same. Engaging protrusions 23

and 23' and engaging grooves 24 and 24' are formed in one side of the contact surfaces

for engaging the left and right casings, respectively. The engaging protrusions 23 and

23' formed in the casing of one side and the engaging grooves 24 and 24' formed in the

casing of the other side are engaged by means of the magnetic force line of the

permanent magnet, but are not easily disengaged.

[45] So, when the left and right casings 20 and 30 are fixed in the fuel pipe 50, the fuel

such as petroleum, gasoline, diesel, gas or the like flowing through the fuel pipe 50

which passes through the contact surfaces 2 1 and 3 1 is magnetized by means of the

wave motion energy of the propolis, and the molecules of the fuel, which are formed in

groups, are disengaged by means of rotation, resonance and contraction phenomenon,

and the structures of the fuel molecules are micro-processed, so the combustion

efficiency is enhanced.

[46] In the external type fuel saver apparatus according to another embodiment of the

present invention shown in Figures 4 and 5, fixing bolts 25 and 25' are disposed in the

casing of one side which covers the fuel pipe 50 configured to supply the fuel of the

fuel supply unit 60 to the engine, and the fixing nuts 26 and 26' are disposed in the

casing of the other side. The left and right casings are engaged by engaging the fixing

bolts 25 and 25' and the fixing nuts 26 and 26'.

[47] The fuel saver apparatus according to the present invention is characterized in that

casings are formed using synthetic resin or metals, and the permanent magnets and

magnet fixing units in the casings can be made by mixing 5 through 20weight% of

propolis, 5 through 20weight% of EM ceramics of 100 through lOOOmeshes, and 90

through 75weight% of paints such as epoxy with respect to the mixed amount and by

spray-coating or depositing the same. At this time, when the added amount of the paint

is more than 90weight%, the natures of the propolis and the EM ceramic might be

degraded, and when the added amount of the paint is less than 75weight%, the added

amount of the propolis and EM ceramics increase, which leads to a non-economical

application.

[48] The casings are made by mixing propolis, EM ceramics and synthetic resin, and the

inner magnets and the magnet fixing units are made by depositing into the mixed liquid

of the propolis and EM ceramics, so it is possible to achieve significant performances.



[49] As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the fuel saver apparatus installed in the fuel pipe which

supplies the fuel of the fuel supply unit 60 to the engine 70 comprises a cylindrical

casing 51, at least one internal pipes 53 for flowing the fuel inputted into the

cylindrical casing, a permanent magnet 54 engaged in a magnet fixing unit 55 formed

in an outer side of the internal pipe, and a connection unit 52 which connects the

cylindrical casing to an external fuel pipe. A certain shaped groove 56 is formed in the

interior of the internal pipe, and a permanent magnet 57 corresponding to the

permanent magnet engaged in the magnet fixing unit is engaged in the groove 56.

[50] The cylindrical casing 5 1 and the internal pipe 53 are formed of certain casings

which are made by mixing 1 through 10weight% of propolis, 2 through llweight% of

EM ceramics, and 97 through 88weight% of synthetic resin and liquidifying the

mixture at a temperature of about 1000C through 3000C.

[51] The internal pipe 53 might be installed in various forms depending on the size of the

cylindrical casing. A magnet fixing unit is formed in an outer side of each internal pipe

53 for fixing a permanent magnet. At this time, the permanent magnets 54 engaged in

an outer side of the internal pipe 53 are installed with the magnetic poles being

alternated with each other, for example when the permanent magnet installed in one

side is N-pole, the permanent magnet of the opposite side is a S-pole.

[52] So, the fuel flowing through the internal pipe 53 of the cylindrical fuel saver

apparatus is magnetized by means of magnetic force line, far-infrard radiation and

wave motion energy of propolis, and the molecules of fuels formed in groups are

disengaged by means of rotation, resonance and contraction, so the fuel molecules are

micro-processed for thereby enhancing combustion efficiency. In addition, it is

possible to physically remove accumulated dirt, scale, slime or the like.

[53]

[54] <Embodiment 1> Measurement of far-infrared radiation

[55] As described above, the fuel saver apparatus of Figures 1 through 3 installed in both

sides of the fuel pipe is manufactured by using a mixture of propolis, EM ceramic

powder and synthetic resin. The radiation rate and the amount of radiation energy of

the fuel saver apparatus are measured using the FT-IR(Fourier Transform Inter-

ferometric Spectrometer) equipped with a MCT detector and are shown in Table 2. The

infrared thermo tracer photos taken using an infrared thermo tracer are shown in Table

9.

[56] Table 2



[Table 2]

[Table ]

[57] The casing made of a mixture of propolis, EM ceramic powder and synthetic resin

has a radiation rate of 0.893 and radiates the energy of 3.44x10 . As shown in Figure 9,

the far-infrared radiation is measured all over the casing.

[58]

[59] <Embodiment 2> Measurement of combustion efficiency

[60] The fuel saver apparatus manufactured according to the first embodiment of the

present invention is installed in the fuel pipe 50 configured to supply the fuel of the

fuel supply unit 60 to the engine 70 of a vehicle, and the performance of the engine is

measured and shown in Table 3.

[61] Table 3



[Table 3]

[Table ]



[62]

[63] As seen in the table 3, when the fuel saver apparatus according to the present

invention is attached to a fuel pipe which is extended into the engine, it is possible to

increase the combustion efficiency(fuel consumption ratio) of more than about 20% in

average. The above increase is obtained since the fuel is magnetized by means of

magnetic force line, far-infrared radiation and propolis wave motion energy, and the

molecules of fuel formed in large groups are disengaged by means of rotation,

resonance and contraction, so the fuel is micro-processed, and the combustion

efficiency is increased in the combustion chamber.

[64] As the combustion efficiency increases, an imperfect combustion decreases, and it is

possible to advantageously decrease air pollution and harmful gas such as dioxin.

[65]

[66] <Embodiment 3> Tests of antibiosis function

[67] The casing of the fuel saver apparatus is separated as a test sample of 4cmx4cm, and

the test sample is sterilized, and cultivated for 24 hours with Escherichia coli ATCC

25922 and Pseudominas aeruginosa ATCC 15442 being inputted. A result of the

cultivation is shown in the table 4.

[68] Table 4

[Table 4]

[Table ]

[69]

[70] As seen in the table 4, the casing of the fuel saver apparatus made by mixing

propolis, EM ceramic powder and synthetic resin has 96% and 94.7% of a decrease

ratio of microbe with respect to Escherichia coli and Pseudominas aeruginosa, re

spectively, along with high antibiosis.

[71] So, when the fuel saver apparatus according to the present invention is installed, it is

possible to inhibit the generations and proliferation of various bacteria in the engine.

Industrial Applicability
[72] In the present invention, since a casing is molded by mixing propolis, EM ceramic

and synthetic resin, the fuel passing through the interior of the casing can be more ef

ficiently activated by means of a magnetic force line, a wave energy of propolis, and a



far-infrared radiation emitted from an EM ceramic for thereby enhancing a fuel

efficiency.



Claims
[1] A fuel saver composition using propolis and EM ceramic characterized in that a

mixture of propolis and EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes is mixed with a

synthetic resin, and is coated on a fuel pipe, and 1 through 10weight% of

propolis, 2 through 1lweight% of EM ceramic and 97 through 88weight% of a

synthetic resin are mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and a powder

magnet is further mixed with the mixture of the propolis and EM ceramic.

[2] A fuel saver composition using propolis and EM ceramic characterized in that a

mixture of propolis and EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes is mixed with a

paint, and is coated on a fuel pipe, and 5 through 20weight% of propolis, 5

through 20weight% of EM ceramic and 95 through 75weight% of a paint are

mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and a powder magnet is further

mixed with the mixture of the propolis and EM ceramic.

[3] In a fuel saver apparatus which includes left and right casings fixed in both sides

of a fuel pipe along with a contact surface contacting with a fuel pipe and having

a position adjusting means for adjusting a fixing position depending on the size

of a fuel pipe, and a plurality of magnets configured in the inner sides of the left

and right casings, a fuel saver apparatus using propolis and EM ceramic char

acterized in that said left and right casings are formed in such a manner that 1

through 10weight% of propolis powder, 2 through 1lweight% of EM ceramic of

100 through 1000 meshes, and 97 through 88weight% of synthetic resin are

mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and the mixture is liquidified at a

temperature of 1000C through 3000C, and an engaging protrusion and an

engaging groove are formed in the contacting sides of the left and right casings

in opposite sides for engaging the left and right casings.

[4] In a fuel saver apparatus which includes left and right casings fixed in both sides

of a fuel pipe along with a contact surface contacting with a fuel pipe and having

a position adjusting means disposed in an upper side of the left and right casings

for adjusting a fixing position depending on the size of a fuel pipe, and a

plurality of magnets fixed in a plurality of magnet fixing units installed in the

upper and lower portions of the inner sides of the left and right casings for

thereby emitting magnetic energy, a fuel saver apparatus using propolis and EM

ceramic characterized in that said magnets and magnet fixing units in the

interiors of the left and right casings are spray-coated with or deposit-coated in a

mixture formed of 5 through 20weight% of propolis, 5 through 20weight% of

EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes, and 90 through 75weight% of paint

such as epoxy or the like.



[5] A fuel saver apparatus using propolis and EM ceramic, comprising:

a cylindrical casing;

an internal pipe for flowing a fuel in the interior of the casing;

a permanent magnet which is installed in an outer surface of the internal pipe;

and

an external connection pipe which connects the casing to the external fuel pipe,

wherein said casing or internal pipe is coated with a mixture made in such a

manner that 1 through 10weight% of propolis powder, 2 through llweight% of

EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes, and 97 through 88weight% of

synthetic resin are mixed with respect to the whole mixed weight, and the

mixture is liquidified at a temperature of about 1000C through 3000C and is

coated.

[6] In a fuel saver apparatus including a cylindrical casing, an internal pipe for

flowing a fuel in the interior of the casing, a permanent magnet which is installed

in a magnet fixing unit of an outer surface of the internal pipe, and a connection

unit for connecting the casing to the fuel pipe, a fuel saver apparatus using

propolis and EM ceramic characterized in that said casing or said magnet and

magnet fixing unit of the internal pipe are spray-coated with or deposit-coated in

a mixture mixed with 5 through 20weight% of propolis, 5 through 20weight% of

EM ceramic of 100 through 1000 meshes, and 90 through 75weight% of a paint

such as epoxy or the like.

[7] The apparatus of one among claims 4 through 6, wherein said fuel saver

apparatus is used as an apparatus for enhancing a combustion efficiency of a

vehicle, a ship, an airplane, and a boiler.
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